Read each thesis statement and label its parts--if a statement is missing one of the 3 parts needed, as a group restructure the sentence so that it is correct. Rank each thesis 1-10 with 10 being the STRONGEST thesis. Be prepared to support your ranking.

	In “from Texas vs. Majority Opinion” by Brennan and “American Flag Stands for

Tolerance” by Allen, they both discuss a similar idea with contrasting tones because
 Brennan is passive and Allen is effusive in their opinions.




2.  In “from Texas vs. Majority Opinion” and “American Flag stands for Tolerance” the differences of the two articles are very clear. Brennan’s was very informative and factual. While Allen’s article is very opinionated and biased towards the burning of the American Flag.






3.  While “from Texas vs. Majority Opinion” and “American Flag stands for Tolerance” both have the same opinion, their tones are different because Brennan was writing a seminal document and Allen was writing an opinion piece.




4. While “from Texas vs Johnson Majority Opinion” by Brennan and “American Flag Stands for Tolerance” by Allen both support the right to burn the flag, they have different tones because Brennan is formal and Allen is informal.




5. While the authors of the two texts William J. Brennan who wrote the court opinion “from Texas vs. Johnson Majority Opinion” and Robert J. Allen who wrote “American Flag Stands for Tolerance” both agree that peaceful protest is protected by the First Amendment is good, their tones are different because Brennan’s uses more formal and Allen’s uses a more informal tone that shows he is passionate.


6. In both texts, the tone is different.


7. The tones are different because one is informal and one is formal.





8. Because on is informal and one is formal, the two documents have different tones.




9. I believe the tone in these documents is different because one is formal and one is informal.




10. Brennan and Allen use two different tones to express the same idea. For example, Brennan is writing a court document which uses a formal tone, and Allen is writing an Editorial which is opinion writing.




Remember the grammatical structure of the 3-Part Thesis: 
Dependent clause, independent dependent clause.

